V8043 5000 Series
Zone Valve
Resideo 5000 Series Zone Valves feature a patented ball seal
design that provides a new sealing surface each time the valve
closes, dramatically extending life expectancy of the valve.
In fact, tests show they last twice as long as competitive valves. In the event of a
service call, the valve seal and ball plug are easily accessed for “in-situ” service
(no cutting or refitting required). Add in the easy installation, “slow return” motor
and “Quick Fit” pushbutton actuator, and the bottom line is that the 5000 Series
Zone Valves are a contractor’s dream.

V8043 5000 Series Zone Valve
The ultimate in zone valve technology and reliability

Built-In Quality by retaining

Updated Styling for a sleeker,

all the great performance

more modern look

and reliability of the original
V8043 with improved features

Built On Resideo Tradition for
compatibility with a full range

Innovative Motor Technology

of thermostats

for silent motor and system
operation to reduce customer
complaints or callbacks

Easily Serviceable And
Upgradeable because there’s
no need to remove the valve

“Quick Fit” Pushbutton

from the pipe to change or

Actuator removal feature

replace the inside parts

offers robust metal-to metal
connection, unlike the weak
plastic used by other brands

Patented Ball Seal Design provides
a new sealing surface each time
the valve operates, producing
a quality seal and significantly
increasing service life

Style selection is easy for contractors familiar with the V8043
For more information
resideo.com/pro

1000 Series. Just replace the “1” with a “5” when ordering. For
example, if like use a V8043E1012, just order a V8043E5012
to get the premium 5000 Series.
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